ABSTRACT Early afterdepolarizations (EADs) and delayed afterdepolarizations (DADs) are voltage oscillations known to cause cardiac arrhythmias. EADs are mainly driven by voltage oscillations in the repolarizing phase of the action potential (AP), while DADs are driven by spontaneous calcium (Ca) release during diastole. Because voltage and Ca are bidirectionally coupled, they modulate each other's behaviors, and new AP and Ca cycling dynamics can emerge from this coupling. In this study, we performed computer simulations using an AP model with detailed spatiotemporal Ca cycling incorporating stochastic openings of Ca channels and ryanodine receptors to investigate the effects of Ca-voltage coupling on EAD and DAD dynamics. Simulations were complemented by experiments in mouse ventricular myocytes. We show that: 1) alteration of the Ca transient due to increased ryanodine receptor leakiness and/or sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca ATPase activity can either promote or suppress EADs due to the complex effects of Ca on ionic current properties; 2) spontaneous Ca waves also exhibit complex effects on EADs, but cannot induce EADs of significant amplitude without the participation of I Ca,L ; 3) lengthening AP duration and the occurrence of EADs promote DADs by increasing intracellular Ca loading, and two mechanisms of DADs are identified, i.e., calcium-wave-dependent and a calcium-wave-independent; and 4) Ca-voltage coupling promotes complex EAD patterns such as EAD alternans that are not observed for solely voltage-driven EADs. In conclusion, Ca-voltage coupling combined with the nonlinear dynamical behaviors of voltage and Ca cycling play a key role in generating complex EAD and DAD dynamics observed experimentally in cardiac myocytes, whose mechanisms are complex but analyzable.
INTRODUCTION
Early afterdepolarizations (EADs) and delayed afterdepolarizations (DADs) are known to cause arrhythmias in a variety of cardiac diseases, including long QT syndromes (1-3), catecholaminergic polymorphic ventricular tachycardia (CPVT) (4, 5) , and heart failure (6, 7) . EADs are voltage oscillations that occur during the repolarizing phases of the action potential (AP). By prolonging the AP duration (APD) regionally, EADs can increase dispersion of refractoriness, forming a tissue substrate vulnerable to reentry. Furthermore, if EADs reach the threshold to propagate out this region as premature ventricular contractions, they can serve as triggers to induce reentry. DADs, on the other hand, are voltage oscillations during diastole. By depolarizing the resting membrane potential regionally, DADs can cause conduction block (8) , and, if they reach the threshold for sodium (Na) channel activation, can generate triggered activity (TA) manifesting as premature ventricular contractions that induce reentry.
EADs occur in the setting of reduced repolarization reserve, such as long QT syndromes, and have classically been attributed to voltage-driven oscillations in the repolarizing phase of the AP, although spontaneous sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) calcium (Ca) release has also been proposed as an important mechanism. DADs, on the other hand, are promoted by Ca cycling disorders, such as CPVT and digitalis toxicity, which promote Ca-driven oscillations. Heart failure represents a combination of reduced repolarization reserve and abnormal Ca cycling resulting from electrical and excitation-contraction coupling remodeling processes driven by both genetic transcriptional and posttranslational signaling components. In all of these settings, it is common for EADs and DADs to coexist and influence each other. This is because membrane voltage is strongly affected by Ca-sensitive ionic currents, and, conversely, cellular Ca loading is strongly influenced by voltage-dependent ionic currents, referred to as bidirectional Ca-voltage coupling. Ca-voltage coupling can promote complex AP dynamics in the heart (9) . Analyzing the interactions between EADs and DADs (and voltage and Ca-cycling coupling dynamics in general), however, has been challenging, because the Ca cycling dynamics (e.g., Ca waves and oscillations) result from a spatially distributed heterogeneous network of Ca release units (CRUs) in the cell. The Ca waves emanating from various subcellular regions integrate to depolarize diastolic membrane voltage by activating Ca-sensitive inward currents including the Na-Ca exchange (NCX) current (I NCX ) and Ca-activated nonselective cation channels (I ns(Ca) ), generating DADs. Similarly, spontaneous SR Ca release during the AP plateau can potentially trigger EADs (10) (11) (12) (13) , in concert with voltage-dependent mechanisms generating voltage oscillations. Therefore, to analyze EAD and DAD dynamics realistically requires a detailed cardiac AP model incorporating spatiotemporal Ca cycling that can simulate Ca waves, such as the ones developed recently (14) (15) (16) , rather than single pool models of Ca cycling.
In this study, we used our AP model incorporating detailed spatiotemporal Ca cycling in a network of diffusively-coupled CRUs to investigate systematically how bidirectional voltage-Ca coupling affects EAD and DAD dynamics. We show the following: 1) Alteration of the Ca transient can either promote or suppress EADs due to its complex effects on Ca-sensitive ionic currents. 2) Spontaneous Ca oscillations have complex effects on the occurrence and behavior of EADs, but cannot generate EADs of significant amplitude without the participation of I Ca,L ; the timing of a rise in intracellular Ca relative to membrane depolarization is not sufficient criteria to indicate that an EAD is caused by spontaneous SR Ca release. 3) Two different DAD mechanisms are identified (Ca-wave-independent and Ca-wave-dependent), and lengthening of APD promotes DADs by increasing intracellular Ca loading. The presence of EADs further enhances Ca loading to promote DADs due to more L-type Ca channel (LCC) openings during EADs. 4) Complex EAD patterns occur due to Ca-voltage coupling and are promoted under Ca overload conditions in both computer simulation and experiments of mouse ventricular myocytes. The mechanisms underlying these different EAD and DAD dynamics are analyzed and discussed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Computer model
The myocyte model contains a three-dimensional network of 19,305 (65 Â 27 Â 11) CRUs, modified from Restrepo et al. (14) . Each CRU contains five subvolumes: network SR, junctional SR, dyadic space, submembrane space, and cytosolic space. Each CRU has a cluster of 100 ryanodine receptor (RyR) channels associated with a cluster of 12 LCCs, both simulated using random Markov transitions. The governing equation for voltage is
i NCX ðkÞ þ I NaK þ I K1 þ I to;f þ I to;s !,
where i LCC is the current of a single LCC, i NCX is the NCX current of a single CRU, N is the total number of CRUs in the cell, and m is the total number of LCCs in a CRU. Because the I Ca,L window current is extremely important in the genesis of EADs (17-21), we reformulated the Markov LCC model to allow the window current to be directly manipulated. This was necessary because the Markov LCC formulation in the AP model by Restrepo et al. (14) has many linked states, and it is not straightforward to alter the window current without affecting other properties of the current. Therefore, we adopted a Hodgkin-Huxley type of formulation modified from the model of Luo and Rudy (22) , in which the window current can be directly altered by shifting the steady-state activation and inactivation curves. In addition, the Hodgkin-Huxley-type model can be directly modified based on whole-cell measurements of the channel kinetics. A full description of the computer model and the numerical methods used are presented in the Supporting Materials and Methods.
Myocyte experiments
Patch-clamp recordings and optical imaging of Ca in isolated mouse ventricular myocytes were carried out. Details of the experimental methods are described in the Supporting Materials and Methods. All procedures comply with UCLA Animal Research Committee policies.
RESULTS
EAD and DAD generation in the computer model
A straightforward method of inducing EADs in the model was to shift the voltage activation curve of I Ca,L to more negative voltages to increase the I Ca,L window current (17), mimicking the effects of Ca channel mutations that cause long QT syndrome, such as Timothy syndrome (23) and other disease conditions such as hypertrophy (18). This shift had very small effects on I Ca,L and the Ca transient under AP clamp conditions ( Fig. S4 in the Supporting Material). Under free-running conditions in which the AP was not clamped, however, this small shift in the activation curve lengthened APD and resulted in EADs, which then had much larger effects on I Ca,L and the Ca transient. Conversely, a straightforward method of inducing DADs in the model was to raise [Na] i , such as might occur in chronic heart failure (24); this increased intracellular Ca loading via NCX sufficiently to cause spontaneous SR Ca release during diastole. Elevating [Na] i increased the Ca transient that augmented Ca-dependent currents, such as I NCX and I Ks , but also increased outward I NaK (Fig. S4) .
To study the interactions between EADs and DADs, we varied both parameters simultaneously. Fig. 1 summarizes the spectrum of AP behaviors observed for different hyperpolarizing left-shifts in the I Ca,L activation curve (0-9 mV) coupled with different levels of [Na] i (5-15 mM) during pacing at PCL ¼ 2, 1, and 0.5 s, respectively. Six typical AP behaviors were observed at all PCLs, illustrated in the sample traces shown in Fig. 1 D: 1) normal AP, 2) EADs only, 3) repolarization failure, 4) DADs only, 5) a mixture of EADs and DADs, and 6) repolarization failure with voltage oscillations. More complex EAD and DAD behaviors, including TA, also occurred under specific conditions, which are discussed in detail later. In general, Fig. 1 , A-C, shows that shifting the I Ca,L activation curve to more negative voltages promoted EADs and repolarization failure without inducing DADs. On the other hand, increasing [Na] i caused DADs by elevating [Ca] i and enhancing spontaneous SR Ca waves, but tended to suppress EADs and repolarization failure by increasing outward I NaK and reducing inward (forward mode) NCX current. When both I Ca,L activation was shifted and [Na] i was elevated, EADs and DADs commonly occurred together.
The size of the regions exhibiting DADs or EADs varied with PCL. A faster heart rate (PCL ¼ 0.5 s) expanded the DAD region, induced TA, and shrank the EAD region, whereas a slower heart rate (PCL ¼ 2 s) had the converse effects. The results are consistent with experimental observations that EADs are often promoted by bradycardia, which reduces repolarization reserve, whereas DADs and TAs are often promoted by tachycardia, which exacerbates intracellular Ca loading. The combined EADþDAD region was largest at the intermediate heart rate (PCL ¼ 1 s). PCL had only minor effects on the normal AP and AP repolarization failure regions.
Modulation of EAD dynamics by Ca cycling
As shown in Fig. 1 , A-C, when I Ca,L activation was leftshifted to induce EADs, elevating [Na] i promoted DADs but tended to suppress EADs, so that EADs were either replaced by DADs, or coexisted with DADs as [Na] i increased. The suppression of EADs occurred because elevating [Na] i enhanced outward I NaK and inhibited inward I NCX .
Because altered sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca ATPase (SERCA) activity and RyR leakiness are important features that impact Ca cycling in CPVT and heart failure, we also investigated the effects of these factors on EADs. At PCL ¼ 2 s, doubling SERCA activity strongly promoted DADs but had only small and mixed effects on EADs, as can be seen by comparing the DAD and EAD regions in Fig. 2 , A and B. Increasing RyR leakiness also strongly promoted DADs with only a small effect on suppressing EADs (compare Fig. 2 , A and C). Combining both alterations enhanced these effects (Fig. 2 D) . In this case, the amplitude of DADs also greatly increased, which caused DAD-mediated TA in both the pure DAD and mixed EADþDAD regions. Because the TA occurred at a shorter cycle length than the PCL (Fig. 3 D) , this also contributed to the suppression of EADs.
To illustrate the mechanisms by which SERCA activity and RyR leakiness affected EADs, representative AP and Ca-dependent ionic current traces are presented in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3 A, with [Na] i ¼ 8 mM, increasing SERCA activity promoted EADs. The peak of the Ca transient increased due to the greater SR Ca content, but the decay was accelerated due to more rapid SR Ca reuptake. These changes in the Ca transient caused: 1) a reduced peak I Ca,L due to stronger Cadependent inactivation, but almost no difference during the plateau phase until the EAD occurred; 2) a small decrease in I Ks in the late plateau phase due to the lower [Ca] i (note that the K d for Ca-dependent activation of I Ks was set at 0.5 mM); and 3) increased I NCX in the early phase but reduced I NCX in the later phase of the plateau. The voltages were almost identical in the two cases until just before the EAD occurred, but the reduction in I Ks predominated over the reduction in I NCX to promote the EAD. The converse outcome is illustrated in Fig. 3 
Spontaneous Ca oscillations and EADs
Spontaneous Ca oscillations associated with EADs have been observed in many experimental studies (10, 11, 13, 28, 29) , and have been interpreted to be the cause of EADs when an intracellular Ca rise precedes the EAD upstroke (28). Supporting this conjecture, other experiments have shown that Ca oscillations associated with EADs can persist after voltage is clamped (13) . However, the validity of these criteria for concluding that EADs can be caused by spontaneous Ca release events has not been quantitatively validated. In our computer simulations, we also observed these phenomena, as illustrated in Fig. 4 A. Following a long AP with multiple EADs, a subsequent DAD triggered a second AP (marked by an asterisk) with a single EAD (marked by arrow). Differing from other cases shown earlier (Figs. 1 and 3) , the Ca transient during the EAD was much larger and started to rise (~10 ms) before voltage. In particular, the Ca concentration in dyadic space (DS) ([Ca] p ) rose much earlier than the EAD upstroke (arrow in Fig. 4 B) . The line scan of [Ca] i was also dysynchronous, consistent with multiple spontaneous SR Ca release sites rather than a voltage-driven SR Ca release. These features agree with the above-mentioned experimental observations of spontaneous Ca release-induced EADs. To investigate the validity of this interpretation, we carried out additional simulations in which we either clamped voltage (Fig. 4 B) or clamped intracellular Ca (Fig. 4 C) at the EAD onset.
In the voltage-clamp case, voltage was clamped at the onset of the EAD period (marked by the vertical dashed line in Fig. 4 B) (Fig. 4 D) . Moreover, instead of repolarizing back to the resting potential, the voltage remained at the plateau level due to continuous opening of LCCs. Multiple EADs occurred with a frequency very different from that of the spontaneous Ca release. This is because after the first large release, most CRUs were refractory and could not respond to the first several EADs. Additional simulations at intermediate voltage decay slopes (not shown) defined a critical voltage at the end of the clamped period, below which no reactivation of LCCs occurred, and the cell repolarized to the resting potential. Above this value, reactivation of LCCs occurred, resulting in EADs. These findings indicate that the upstroke of the EAD requires the reactivation of LCCs and cannot be supported solely by I NCX or other nonregenerative Ca-sensitive currents.
The consequences of clamping intracellular Ca, instead of voltage, during the EAD period are shown in Fig. 4 C. Because Ca concentrations varied at different locations in the cell, we clamped the Ca concentration in the DS at their existing values in all 19,305 CRUs, starting at the time when the mean Ca in the DS started to rise (marked by the vertical dashed line in Fig. 4 C) . We then let Ca in the DS decay linearly at either a fast (blue traces) or slow (red traces) rate. In both cases, despite Ca in the DS being clamped, the voltage remained in the plateau range and oscillated with decrementing amplitude, eventually culminating in repolarization failure. It is interested to note that a faster Ca decay (blue trace) resulted in smaller EADs and a more stable plateau voltage. This is because when the clamp ended at a lower intracellular Ca, I NCX was smaller but I Ca,L became larger (see Fig. 4 D) due to less Ca-depended inactivation. This increased window I Ca,L , resulting in EADs and repolarization failure after intracellular Ca was clamped. The converse effect occurred in the free-running case, in which the progressive rise in Ca in the DS caused more I Ca,L inactivation, which suppressed the window I Ca,L . This resulted in a lower take-off voltage for the EAD, which allowed a stronger voltage-dependent activation of LCCs to give rise to a larger depolarization. From this observation, we conclude although the amplitude of the EAD in the free-running case was potentiated by the increase in Ca preceding the 
Modulation of DAD dynamics by voltage
To study the effects of voltage on DADs, we first studied conditions producing a small DAD shown in Fig. 5 A, with the parameters set as in Fig. 4 C ( [Na] i ¼ 10 mM, 1 mV left-shift of I Ca,L activation, and 1.6 times the control I Ks ). In an experimental study in canine hearts by Burashnikov and Antzelevitch (30), blocking I ks prolonged APD, which increased Ca loading sufficiently to induce DADs. Here, we also reduced I Ks to study how APD affects DADs. As I Ks was gradually reduced, APD was prolonged and EADs were induced (Fig. 5 B) . The additional Ca loading by the EAD caused the DAD to occur earlier with a larger amplitude (Fig. 5 B) . Note, however, that diastolic [Ca] i preceding the DAD did not increase significantly. In the presence of EADs, the SR load was near maximal and did not increase further as multiple EADs further prolonged APD. But despite the constant SR load, DAD amplitude continued to increase as APD was prolonged by EADs. The increase in DAD amplitude now tracked the progressive rise in diastolic [Ca] i preceding the DAD. As shown in the line scans (insets), in the case without EADs, Ca elevation was caused by random CRU firings, while in the case with EADs, Ca elevation was caused by more coordinated CRU firings (due to CRU recruitment). These results indicate: 1) regardless of whether EADs are present, lengthening APD increases Ca loading that promotes DADs and shortens the coupling interval; and 2) two mechanisms of DADs exist: the first depends only on the SR load, and the second depends on both the SR load and the diastolic [Ca] i level. Note that although APs with or without EADs were used to distinguish between the first and second behaviors in Fig. 5 , EADs are not specifically required for the second DAD mechanism to occur. When EADs occur, however, the APD is much longer, enhancing Ca loading. Moreover, more LCCs open during EADs, which further enhances Ca load to potentiate the second mechanism.
Complex EAD dynamics in experiments
Some examples of complex EAD-DAD dynamics observed experimentally are illustrated in Fig. 6 (arrow) triggered a second AP upstroke. Unlike the first AP, Ca oscillations during the second AP did not develop immediately, and the Ca release pattern was initially disordered, as evident from the line scan. The dysynchronous Ca release then gradually organized into synchronous oscillations with complex variations in amplitude. The largest release after the brief pause may reflect a late phase-3 EAD, because it did not appear to be triggered by a preceding Ca wave. After this event, the Ca oscillations became much smaller but quickly grew in amplitude, culminating in full repolarization, followed by a diastolic Ca wave (chevron) that failed to trigger an AP. Several features are notable in both of these experimental recordings. When an AP was preceded by a relatively long diastolic interval (as in Fig. 6 A and the second AP in Fig. 6 B) , the initial Ca transient during the AP upstroke was followed by dysynchronous Ca release with only small fluctuations in the plateau voltage and whole cell Ca. With time, however, these fluctuations self-organized into synchronous oscillations that subsequently grew progressively in amplitude, eventually culminating in full repolarization. In contrast, after a short diastolic interval (Fig. 6 B, first and third APs), the early phase of dysynchronous Ca releases did not occur, and synchronous Ca oscillations began immediately and grew rapidly, shortening the time to full repolarization. The features of the EADs generally agree with observations in previous experiments (e.g., long plateau, complex EAD pattern, and EAD-DAD interactions), as illustrated in Figs. S2 and S3.
Complex EAD dynamics in computer simulations
To analyze the mechanisms underlying complex EAD dynamics, we systematically scanned the parameters of the AP model with detailed Ca cycling to identify parameter regimes resembling the complex EAD (and DAD) dynamics, which were observed experimentally in the mouse myocytes in Fig. 6 and other species reported in the literature. Fig. 7 (also Fig. 4 ) illustrates a case similar to Fig. 6 A, in which the AP exhibited a very long plateau phase during which the voltage initially exhibited no or very small oscillations as the voltage slowly declined. This was followed by gradually increasing voltage oscillations generating progressively larger EADs culminating in full repolarization. This behavior has also been observed in many previously published experiments (examples are shown in EADs and Ca oscillations with alternating or more complex patterns are shown in Fig. 8 . In this example, both the take-off potential and amplitude of the EADs exhibited a period-3-like pattern most of the time. Moreover, switching between EADs and DAD-mediated-triggered APs (asterisks in Fig. 8 ) occurred. These behaviors are similar to Fig. 6 as well as previous experiments (sample voltage traces are shown in Fig. S3) (3, 31, 37) . Note that in Fig. 8 , the first AP was elicited by a stimulus and the following three APs were triggered by DADs. As shown in Fig. 5 , lengthening of APD by EADs causes excessive Ca loading of the cell, promoting spontaneous Ca release after full repolarization, resulting in DADs. Thus, the long APs with many EADs enhanced Ca overload and thus promoted DADs, illustrating a case of complex EAD and DAD interactions. The underlying mechanisms are addressed in the Discussion.
DISCUSSION
EADs and DADs were first described more than a half century ago (39,40), and many EAD and DAD behaviors, from simple to very complex, have been observed in experiments. However, due to the complex interactions between voltage and Ca, it has been difficult to pinpoint experimentally the exact underlying mechanisms for different behaviors. Computer modeling and simulations are a complementary means to reveal the underlying ionic mechanisms. Many computer modeling studies (41-46) have been carried out to investigate the mechanisms of EADs, but for the most part these have focused on EADs caused by voltage-driven oscillations, because the AP models lacked detailed spatiotemporal Ca cycling required to simulate Ca waves and oscillations. In this study, we investigated the effects of bidirectional Ca-voltage coupling on the genesis of EADs and DADs in ventricular myocytes, using an AP model with a detailed spatiotemporal Ca cycling regulation incorporating stochastic LCC and RyR openings and experiments of mouse ventricular myocytes. Mechanistic insights we consider novel have been revealed, and these are discussed below.
Modulations of EADs by Ca cycling dynamics
It is well known that LCC window current is a key component for EADs (17-21), but all other currents during the plateau also contribute to the formation of the EADs (21,41). Using bifurcation analysis (21,44), we have previously identified the bifurcations that initiate and terminate the voltage oscillations, and characterized the contribution of each ionic current in generating these bifurcations. The Ca transient modulates EAD dynamics via its effects on multiple Ca-dependent ionic currents. Because the [Ca] i dependences of these inward and outward currents are different, the net effect of changing [Ca] i on the bifurcations and the time course of voltage oscillations is complex and often nonintuitive. Changing [Ca] i can either promote or suppress EADs, depending on the balance of factors under a given set of conditions (Figs. 2 and 3) .
Spontaneous Ca oscillations have been proposed to cause EADs in a number of experimental studies (10, 11, 13, 28, 29) , primarily based on evidence such as a rise in [Ca] i preceding the EAD upstroke (28), or continuation of spontaneous Ca oscillations when voltage oscillations were prevented by imposing an AP clamp (13) . A fresh mechanistic insight arising from our analysis is that the interpretation of these experimental findings may be overly simplistic. Intuitively, because voltage and Ca are coupled, if Ca oscillates in the repolarizing phase of the AP, voltage will also oscillate. However, based on our present simulations (Fig. 4) , the role of spontaneous Ca oscillations as a pure mechanism for generating EADs is far from straightforward. First, I NCX is not a regenerative current like I Ca,L . That is, as voltage depolarizes during the EAD upstroke, I NCX becomes weaker, not stronger. Because I NCX is small and decreases as voltage rises, reactivation of I Ca,L is required for EADs to become large enough to generate TA and propagate in tissue. Thus, a spontaneous Ca release event can potentially initiate an EAD upstroke by activating I NCX , but cannot generate significant EAD amplitude or TA without the participation of I Ca,L reactivation. This situation is further complicated by the interactions between intracellular Ca and I Ca,L inactivation, which inevitably affect the I Ca,L window current, the key driver for voltage-dependent EADs. As shown in Fig. 4 , high intracellular Ca due to spontaneous Ca release just preceding the EAD strongly enhanced Cadependent inactivation of I Ca,L , which offset its effect at increasing I NCX . The consequence was a lower take-off potential of the EAD, which then resulted in a large-amplitude EAD due to greater I Ca,L reactivation. However, additional EADs were suppressed due to a stronger Cainduced inactivation of I Ca,L . This scenario may be relevant to isoproterenol-induced EADs, which typically exhibit only one EAD in each AP, with two or more EADs per AP being rare (10, 11, 13) . In summary, the modeling results show that the effect of spontaneous Ca release events on EAD genesis is extremely complex, and intuitive interpretations, like assuming that the timing of the intracellular Ca rise relative to the EAD upstroke implies causality, are overly simplistic.
Mechanisms of DADs
It is widely accepted that DADs are mediated by Ca waves (47-50), in which spontaneous SR Ca release from a group of adjacent CRUs recruits neighboring CRUs to initiate a propagating wave (51,52). On the other hand, the simulations in Fig. 5 A demonstrate, to our knowledge, a novel mechanism of small DADs with long coupling intervals in the absence of Ca waves, purely by synchronous resetting of the recovery period of CRUs by an AP, without recruitment. In this case, after an AP with normal Ca release, the SR Ca rose to a level higher than its equilibrium load. This occurred because the SERCA pump is fast relative to NCX, causing the SR to refill to a higher level. After the CRUs had recovered from the preceding normal AP, spontaneous CRU firings occurred due to high SR Ca load, which summed to produce a small whole-cell [Ca] i increase eliciting a small DAD. As seen in the line scans in Fig. 5 A, the release events were random individual CRU firings that did not propagate to neighboring CRUs. In contrast, in Fig. 5 B, the EADs during the AP greatly enhanced the cellular Ca load, elevating diastolic [Ca] i . In this case, when CRUs fired during the subsequent diastole, they propagated as miniwaves, facilitated by both the high SR Ca content and the elevated diastolic [Ca] i level. Therefore, in the non-Cawave-mediated mechanism of DADs in Fig. 5 A, the high SR Ca load due to fast SERCA pump activity after an AP synchronizes the subsequent diastolic spontaneous Ca release by independently firing CRUs. However, diastolic [Ca] i is not sufficiently elevated for these Ca sparks to trigger propagating Ca waves. For this reason, only a single DAD occurs after the AP. On the other hand, in the Cawave-mediated mechanism, diastolic [Ca] i as well as SR Ca load both become important by facilitating CRU recruitment to form Ca waves, and multiple DADs can be seen after an AP. Finally, although not addressed in this study, DAD amplitude is determined not only by the synchronicity of spontaneous Ca release, but also by the Ca-voltage coupling gain (53,54), i.e., the amplitude of the Ca-sensitive currents such as I NCX and I ns(Ca) activated by the spontaneous Ca transient in relation to the outward currents opposing depolarization, principally I K1 in ventricular tissue.
Mechanisms of complex EAD patterns
As shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and S1-S3, EADs can exhibit very complex patterns and behaviors. From this study and the nonlinear dynamics analysis (21,44), we can provide a unified theory for these complex EAD patterns based on the interactions of Ca dynamics with the Hopf-homoclinic bifurcation mechanism of voltage-driven EADs. Fig. 9 shows a schematic diagram illustrating the bifurcations leading to and terminating EADs. By 100-200 ms after the AP upstroke, most currents have reached quasi-steady states except for slow currents, including slowly activating I Ks , slowly inactivating late I Na , slow accumulation of Web 3C Song et al.
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[Na] i causing slowly changing I NaK , etc. The inward currents and the outward currents are roughly equal during the AP plateau, forming a quasi-equilibrium state. As time continues, slowly increasing outward currents progressively activate, destabilizing the quasi-equilibrium state and initiating oscillations via a Hopf bifurcation. As the net outward current at the trough of the EADs becomes progressively larger during the voltage oscillations, the system approaches another bifurcation point, called a homoclinic bifurcation, at which the oscillation terminates because the inward current is no longer strong enough to prevent the voltage from repolarizing, leading to full repolarization in the resting potential. Depending on the stability of the quasi-equilibrium state, the decay rate of voltage, and the activation speed of the slowly increasing net outward current, as well as Cavoltage coupling, different EAD patterns can occur. Based on the bifurcation theory and results in previous simulations (21,44,55-57) and the observations in this study, we summarize below the mechanisms underlying six characteristic patterns of EAD behaviors:
EADs with growing amplitude This is the most widely seen EAD pattern in experiments (Fig. S1 A) and computer simulations. As shown in Fig. 9 , after the Hopf bifurcation point, the oscillation amplitude grows as the slowly increasing outward current makes the trough of the EAD more and more negative, reaching a maximum at the homoclinic bifurcation point. If voltage decays into the window voltage range at roughly the same time as the slowly increasing outward current increases to the level sufficient to initiate the Hopf bifurcation, then the EAD amplitude will grow from very small oscillations to the maximum oscillation at the homoclinic bifurcation point before full repolarization.
EADs with decreasing amplitude (Fig. S1 B) Although the quasi-equilibrium state is stable before the Hopf bifurcation point, the voltage entering into the window range may spiral toward the quasi-equilibrium (see the spiral curve in Fig. 9 ), resulting in a transiently decreasing oscillation amplitude. If the Hopf-homoclinic bifurcation does not exist, then the oscillation gradually dampens out until repolarization to the resting potential occurs, resulting in EADs with decreasing amplitude. This scenario was analyzed in detail using bifurcation theory by Xie et al.
(56).
EADs with decreasing and then increasing amplitude (Fig. S2 A) If voltage decays into the window range earlier than the Hopf bifurcation, then the voltage may oscillate transiently with decreasing amplitude (see the spiral curve in Fig. 6 A) .
As the slowly increasing outward current increases to the critical value initiating the Hopf bifurcation, oscillation resumes with a growing amplitude, reaching its maximum at the homoclinic bifurcation point.
EADs after a long plateau (Figs. 6, 7 , and S2, A and B)
If voltage decays to the plateau level much earlier than the Hopf bifurcation, it will remain at the plateau voltage until the slow outward current increases sufficiently to induce the Hopf bifurcation for oscillations. Therefore, the duration of the plateau depends on the speed of the slowly-growing outward current (or slowly decreasing inward current). In the simulation in Fig. 7 using our AP model based on rabbit ventricle, I Ks is the slowly increasing current, such that the onset of oscillations is very sensitive to I Ks (Fig. 7) : the plateau is shorter when I Ks starts at a larger value (referenced by the dashed horizontal line in the I Ks trace in Fig. 7 ), e.g., after a short diastolic interval. A key question is why the intracellular Ca, despite being quite high, does not oscillate during the long plateau phase until EADs are present. To reveal the underlying mechanisms, we did a series of simulations under different voltage-clamp conditions (see Figs. S6 and S7 and description). We showed that random LCC openings trigger spatiotemporally random CRU firings, which prevent the CRUs from recovering synchronously as required for spontaneous Ca oscillations. After the Hopf bifurcation, however, the voltage oscillations cause LCC openings to synchronize, which synchronizes the CRU openings, so that voltage and Ca oscillate together.
Although I Ks played the major role as the slowly increasing outward current in our AP model based on rabbit ventricle, other slowly changing currents can also play the equivalent role, and may be more important in other species. For example, [Na] i accumulates very slowly, causing a very slow increase in I NaK , which can also initiate the Hopf-homoclinic bifurcation, as shown in our previous simulations (57). Late I Na is another candidate because it may slowly inactivate (58). Finally, the gradual rise in [Ca] i may also activate other outward currents, such as the Ca-activated Cl current (I Cl(Ca) ) (59) or small conductance Ca-activated K current (60). Because I Ks has a very low density in mouse ventricular myocytes, one or more of these currents may be responsible for the slow process that is causing the long plateau shown in the experimental recordings in Fig. 6 .
EAD bursts (Fig. S2 C) If voltage quickly decays into window voltage for oscillations and then outward current increases very slowly through the Hopf-homoclinic bifurcation window, a very long EAD burst can result. As demonstrated in our previous simulations (57), the slow accumulation of [Na] i causing a very slow increase of I NaK can be a candidate for finally terminating the long-lasting EAD burst.
EAD alternans and more complex EAD patterns (Figs. 6, 8 Another limitation is that the specific ionic mechanisms of EADs may vary among different species. For example, in the rabbit model, slow activation of I Ks plays a key role in the EAD dynamics, whereas I Ks is a very small current in mouse ventricular myocytes. As discussed earlier, however, I Ks is not the only slow component that can play this role in the dynamics. Other candidates include slow Na accumulation activating outward I NaK , the progressive Ca accumulation activating I Cl(Ca) , and/or slow inactivation of late I Na , all of which can in principle replace the role of I Ks in initiating and terminating EADs via the Hopf-homoclinic bifurcation scenario. In the mouse ventricular cell model in which I Ks is insignificant, the slow inactivation of late I Na substitutes for the role of I Ks in the rabbit ventricular cell model (see Supporting Materials and Methods and Fig. S6 ). Because the complex EAD behaviors have been widely observed in many different types of cardiac cells and species exposed to varying pathophysiological stresses (e.g., Figs. 6 and S1-S3), we believe that different species and cell types share a common general dynamical mechanism, i.e., the Hopf-homoclinic bifurcation scenario depicted in Fig. 9 . Our study focused mainly on phase-2 EADs and DADs, and did not address phase-3 EADs, which may involve additional or different mechanisms.
Finally, although our simulation results of complex EAD behaviors agree well with our own experimental observations and those from the literature, some of the theoretical predictions of our study need to be validated by future experiments. These would include the complex effects of the amplitude and morphology of Ca transient on modulating EADs, the effects of spontaneous Ca release on generating and suppressing EADs, and the non-Cawave-mediated DADs.
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Supplemental Methods
A. Myocyte experiments
Myocyte isolation. Mouse ventricular myocytes were isolated enzymatically as described previously (2) . Briefly, C57Bl/6 mice (6-8 weeks) were injected intraperitoneally with 800 µl heparin (5,000 units/ml) 20-30 minutes before anesthetization and sacrifice with isoflurane (Phoenix Pharmaceuticals, Inc.). Hearts were quickly excised by thoracotomy and retrogradely perfused on a Langendorff apparatus maintained at 37°C. Enzyme digestion step consisted of perfusing Tyrode's solution containing 1 mg/ml collagenase (Type II; Worthington) and 2.8 mg/ml protease (Type XIV, Sigma) for 13-15 minutes. Myocytes were separated from digested ventricles by gentle mechanical dissociation and used within 4-6 hours. The modified Tyrode's solution contained the following (mmol/L): 136 NaCl, 5.4 KCl, 0.33 NaH2PO4, 1.0 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, and 10 glucose; pH 7.4 (KOH). All chemicals were purchased from Sigma unless indicated otherwise. All procedures comply with UCLA Animal Research Committee policies. Patch Clamp Recordings. APs from isolated myocytes were recorded in the current clamp mode using the perforated patch technique with Amphotericin B (240 μg/ml), as previously described (6, Pseudo-line scan images were generated from the acquired video data using ImageJ software (11).
B. Rabbit ventricular cell model
The spatial structure of ventricular myocyte model
The ventricular myocyte model is a three-dimensional object containing 19,305 (65×27×11) CRUs (FIGURE) with CRU spacing being 1.84 µm in the longitudina l direc tion and 0.9 µm in the transverse direction, corresponding to a dimension 121 µm × 25 µm × 11 µm. The CRUs are coupled via Ca diffusion in the cytosolic space and SR. The model was modified from the one developed by Restrepo et al. (12) . The details of the model are described in the sections below. Briefly, each CRU contains five sub-volumes with defined volume ratios (right panel in FIG.A) : network SR (NSR), junctional SR (JSR), dyadic space (DS), submembrane space (SUB), and cytosolic space (CYTO). Ca from extracellular space enters into DS via LCCs and is released from the JSR to DS via RyRs. Each CRU has a cluster of 100 RyR channels associated with a cluster of 12 LCCs, both simulated using random Markov transitions. Ca is extruded from the SUB space via NCX and taken up into the NSR from CYTO via SERCA pump. Ca diffuses freely between the SR sub-volumes and between the cytosolic sub-volumes. CRUs are coupled via Ca diffusion between neighboring NSR spaces, SUB Since the open probability is small, i.e., , then , which is a rescale of the original model. Therefore, by shifting the voltage dependence of d and d or f and f, the window ICa,L can be changed directly without affecting other properties of the channel. The right panel of FIG.B shows the equivalent Markov scheme of the LCC of the modified HH-type model.
Voltage and ionic currents
The differential equation for membrane voltage is
where C m= 1  F / c m 2 is the cell membrane capacitance, Istim is the stimulus current pulse which was set as -40 A/cm 2 and duration 1 ms, and Iion is the total membrane current density, which is described by = + 1 + + + , + , + + , + The mathematical formulations of the ionic currents are detailed in following sub-sections and their conductance are listed in Table S1 . The physical constants and ion concentrations are listed in Table S2 . cp(m,n,k) is the Ca concentration in the corresponding proximal space of the CRU. Therefore, the wholecell L-type Ca current (ICa,L) is summation of the Ca currents of CRUs in the cell, i.e., ′ and ′ are constants (Table S3 ). The parameters are listed in Table S3 .
Sodium current (INa)
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L-type
Sodium-calcium exchange current (INCX)
The Na-Ca exchange are spatially distributed in the CRUs, which are functions of Ca concentrations of the local sub-membrane spaces (cs). For the (m,n,k) th CRU, the Na-Ca change current is:
) , = ∑  ( , , ) , ,
The parameters are listed in Table S4 . 
Inward rectifier K current (IK1)
where ci is the free Ca concentration in the bulk myoplasm, cs is the free Ca concentration in a thin layer just below the cell membrane, cp is the free Ca concentration in the proximal space (dyadic space), cjsr is the free Ca concentration in the junctional SR, cnsr is the free Ca concentration in the network SR, β terms account for instantaneous buffer in corresponding compartments using the rapid buffering approximation, Iup is the SERCA uptake current representing total flux into the NSR, Ileak is the leak current from NSR to cytosol, INCX is Na-Ca exchange current, I C a , L is the L-type Ca influx, Irel is the total Ca efflux from the JSR, Idsi, Idps and Itr are the diffusion currents from adjacent compartments, ITCi and ITCs are the troponin C dynamic buffering currents in cytosol and submembrane spaces, Ici, Ics and Icnsr are the diffusive currents between neighboring CRUs in the corresponding compartments. Note that currents are all local currents for a single CRU, for example, ICa,L is the same as , ( , , ) and INCX the same as ( , , ) in the expressions of the whole-cell currents described in the sections of ionic currents. The values of compartments volumes are listed in Table S5 .
Instantaneous cytosolic buffering
The factors β i (c i ) and β s (c s ) describe instantaneous buffering to Calmodulin, SR sites, Myosin (Ca concentration of sites and dissociation constant BSLH and KSLH, respectively. The parameters for instantaneous cytosolic buffering are in Table S6 . Table S6 .
Troponin C buffering
Instantaneous luminal buffering
Β jsr (cjsr) describes instantaneous luminal Ca buffering to calsequestrin (CSQN). The expression of β jsr (cjsr) is The parameters are listed in Table S8 .
SR leak current ( Ileak)
= ( 2 2 + 2 ) ( − ).
RyR release flux (Irel)
where Po is the fraction of RyR channels that are in the open state of RyRs. J max is the maximum RyR flux strength. The parameters are listed in Table S9 . .
RyR model
The parameters are listed in Table S9 . Note that / 0 is only different from 1 when the CSQN concentration is modified.
Nearest-neighbor diffusive currents
The diffusive currents in cytosol, submembrane and NSR are given by
where the sum is over the six nearest neighbors. The values of the timescales ( ) are listed in Table S10 .
C. Mouse ventricular cell model
We used the same spatial CRU structure and distribution as the rabbit ventricular cell model described above but substituted the ionic currents of mouse ventricular myocytes formulated by Morotti et al (5) except ICa,L which was the same as in the rabbit ventricular cell model but a 65% increase in conductance, i.e., The details of the ionic currents are described below. The parameters are the same as in the Morotti et al unless specified. L-type calcium current (ICa,L) 16 ICa,L formulation is the same as in the rabbit ventricular cell model except that the activation kinetics is shifted to the negative voltage direction for 15 mV, i.e., 
Sodium current (INa
D. Numerical methods
The differential equations for voltage and Ca concentrations of different compartments were numerically solved using an Euler method with a time step of 0.1 ms. The gating variables were integrated using the method by Rush and Larsen (14) . The LCCs were simulated by a standard Monte Carlo method using the Markov model shown in FIGURE. The RyRs were simulated using an optimized method developed by Restrepo et al (12) , which is equivalent to the binomial τ-leaping method (15) . For all the simulations in this study, we pre-paced the cell model 50 beats to reach the steady state. All computer programs were coded in CUDA C, and simulations were carried out on a Graphical Processing Unit workstation with 2 intel Xeon E5-26640 processors and 4 Nvidia Tesla K20 GPUs. To simulate 1 s of electrical and Ca cycling activity, it takes ≈ 10 s of computational time. To explain the observation shown in the experiments in Fig.6 and the corresponding simulation in Fig.7 in the main text, in which no Ca oscillations (or very small fluctuations) in the long plateau phase but oscillations occur during the EAD phase, we carried out simulations (Figs.S7 and S8) by clamping the voltage during the AP plateau, so that we could observe the intrinsic underlying Ca cycling dynamics. We chose a parameter setting in which repolarization failure occurred such that voltage during the plateau remained around ~-5 mV, as illustrated in Fig.S7A . When no voltage clamp was imposed, voltage and whole-cell Ca exhibited small but irregular oscillations, and [Ca]i remained high. The line scan of Ca shows a random spatiotemporal pattern. We hypothesized that the random spatiotemporal pattern of Ca release under these conditions was likely to be related to the random openings of LCCs producing a random spatial pattern of Ca release sites during the plateau. To investigate how random opening of LCCs affects Ca oscillations, we carried out the following voltage clamp simulations. After starting each simulation from identical initial conditions, we imposed at a certain time point (arrow) either a voltage clamp to a constant voltage (Figs.S7B-C) or a voltage oscillation around the mean voltage (Figs.S7D-F) .
Supplemental Figures
When the voltage was held constant to promote random unsynchronized LCC openings, the whole-cell Ca and line scan (Fig.S7B) were very similar to the free-running case of repolarization failure (Fig.S7A) . However, if LCCs were removed from the CRUs such that they could no longer trigger Ca sparks directly, and Fig.S6 . Although the overall Ca decreased, the oscillations maintained. C. The LCCs were present, but the voltage was clamp at a higher value so that the LCCs are mostly inactivated to allow Ca oscillations to occur. were replaced by a uniformly-distributed constant Ca flux of the same magnitude as the LCC current so as to maintain the same cellular Ca level, a clear well-organized oscillation pattern immediately developed, as seen in the whole-cell Ca and the line scan (Fig.S7C) . Even if the LCCs were removed without replacing them with a uniformly distributed constant Ca flux, Ca oscillations still developed immediately, but subsequently decreased in amplitude as the cellular Ca level declined due to the reduction in Ca entry (Fig.S8) . Alternatively, if the voltage was held at a higher voltage to completely inactivate the LCCs, similar Ca oscillations occurred (Fig.S8) .
If, instead of holding voltage constant during the plateau, a sinusoidal voltage clamp was imposed, the random spatiotemporal pattern of Ca sparks was replaced by a Ca oscillation pattern at the same frequency as the voltage oscillation (Fig.S7D) , but with an alternating pattern. If the LCCs were removed and substituted by an equivalent constant Ca flux (Fig.S7E) , however, the Ca oscillations did not alternate and exhibited an oscillation pattern virtually identical to that for the constant voltage case (Fig.S7C) . However, now the periodic Ca oscillations were decoupled from the voltage oscillations, such that the frequencies of Ca and voltage oscillations were completely different. Fig.S6F shows [Ca] i for different oscillating frequencies of voltage with LCC intact (as in Fig.S7D ). As the voltage oscillation frequency decreased, Ca alternans disappeared and [Ca]i developed a regular pattern (Fig.7F, upper trace) . However, if the driving frequency was decreased further, an alternating Ca oscillation pattern occurred again (Fig.S7F, lower trace) .
These simulations demonstrate the following. When voltage is constant or nearly constant (Fig.S7B) , the openings of the LCCs are random and uniform in space and time, resulting in random firings of CRUs in space and time. Therefore, at any time point, a spatially random portion of CRUs have yet to recover from their preceding firing. This random distribution of refractory CRUs reduces the likelihood that excitable CRUs activated by random openings of their LCCs or RyRs will be able to recruit neighboring CRUs and synchronize their refractory periods as required to generate an organized Ca oscillation. This is similar to the mechanism described in our previous study (2) showing that Ca waves and oscillations are emergent properties of the CRU network which strongly depend on CRU recruitment. On the other hand, when the LCCs are removed and replaced by an equivalent Ca flux (Fig. S7C) , the number of randomly-firing CRUs causing dispersion of CRU refractoriness are reduced. This allows more effective recruitment to occur, which synchronizes the CRUs for organized Ca oscillations.
For the cases in which voltage oscillates (Figs. S7D-F), fewer LCCs are available for opening at high voltages but more are available at low voltages, and thus the voltage oscillation causes synchronous opening and closing of LCCs, resulting in synchronous firing of the CRUs, accounting for the organized Ca release patterns shown in Fig.S7D . However, if the driving frequency is fast so that the CRUs have not completely recovered from their previous firing, Ca alternans results, similar to the refractoriness mechanism of Ca alternans caused by rapid pacing with a free-running AP (16) . When the driving frequency became slower so that CRUs had time to fully recover between oscillations, Ca alternans disappeared (Fig.S7F, upper traces) . At even slower driving frequencies (Fig. S7F, lower traces) , spontaneous synchronous CRU firings occurred between two pacing beats, resulting in a spontaneous beat followed by a voltage-driven beat, which is another type of Ca alternans.
